At the beginning of my article I should explain two terms used in the history of ancient Greek culture, that is LOGOGRAPHOS and ISONOMIA. Neither of them is definite. The first one, the Greek technical term LOGOGRAPHOS (English "logographer"), was in the history of literature popularized by German philologist and archaeologist Georg Friedrich (1771-1858) and was considered to have been connected with two kinds of literary men: (1) the Ionian writer telling stories before Herodotus and (2) the paid speech writer in Athens in the fifth and fourth century B.C.
The survival of substantially more literature and inscriptions from Athens than from any other part of the Greek world often makes us oblivious of our ignorance of the history of the rest of Greece. However, the silence of our sources from other city-states does not seem to be a sufficient argument for the term"s origin in Athens 5 . In short, we lack the information which would enable us to affirm or deny with any confidence that the ideas of ISONOMIA or NOMOS as "statute" originated in Athens with Cleisthenes" reforms (about 508 BC.), but, of course, in popular thinking ISONOMIA and DEMOKRATIA are synonymous.
What is also interesting for me is the Greek term NOMOS. NOMOS is a "law" or a "norm" in a descriptive sense, and although the origin of this norm may be on vari-________________ 2 This example is extensively discussed (especially regarding its use by the Athenian writer) by G. Vlastos, op. cit., 3 G. Vlastos, op. cit., See: Martin Ostwald, Nomos and the Beginnings of Athenian Democracy, Oxford 1969, p. 96-136 (discussed at length). 5 It is an opinion of M. Ostwald, op. cit., p. 97. 209 ous occasions attributed to the gods, to a lawgiver, or to an enactment by the society as a whole, the main point is that, regardless of its origin, it is recognized and acknowledged as a valid norm within a given milieu 6 . But as it is worth mentioning at this point, we do not have a precise understanding of the technical term of NOMOS. Eric Dodds in his book titled The Greeks and the irrational 7 underlines the fact that NOMOS had for the Greeks as many as three distinct meanings: law, custom and social conventions. Of course, to make our considerations more clear we can agree that what is interesting for me now is the first meaning of the term, i.e. law. But in the fifth century BC, thanks to sophists, there arose in Athens a nomos-physis antithesis. What is physis then? The term is usually translated as "nature". It was a term which Ionian "scientists" came to use for the whole of reality, or for the most abiding material source. But it also came to be used to refer to the constitution or set of characteristics of a particular thing, or class of such things, especially of a living creature or a person 8 . There are some deep differences in the use of this term by sophists and philosophers: physis (English "nature") can be common unwritten law which is in accordance with nature (in this meaning it is used by Aristotle in his Rhetoric 1370 b, and also in Greek drama, in Antigone by Sophocles, when Antigone appeals to unwritten, divine NOMIMA contrasted with laws determined by men. And also, in another meaning, physis is a source of values and its appeal was simply to the nature of things, essentially to the nature of the phenomenal world. That is what can be seen in the words of the sophist Hippias in Plato"s dialogue Protagoras (337 c-e) when he addresses those (sophists and their pupils, and also Socrates) present in the house of Callias with the words: I for my part regard you as all kinsmen and belonging together and as fellow-citizens, by nature and not by law; for like is akin to like by nature, whereas law, a tyrant over human beings, in many things constrains us contrary to nature (physis). So we are dealing with the nomos-physis controversy here.
But in another dialogue by Plato, Gorgias, we can find a different meaning of this antithesis. Statesman Callicles proves that for the most part nature and NOMOS are opposed to each other. But in another way: conventional laws are made by the majority who are weak. They make them in their own interest, and, being inferior, they are happy to settle for equal shares. Consequently, by virtue of NOMOS it is thought unjust and shameful to seek to have more than is possessed by the majority. But by nature, it is right that the better should have more than the worse and the abler more than the less able. The same meaning of the term NOMOS we can observe in The Peloponnesian War by Thucydides in the famous rhetorical piece known as The Melian Dialogue (book V, 84-116) . Thucydides himself was a child ________________ of the sophistic movement in both its philosophical and rhetorical branches and, because of the nearly total lack of extant sophistic works that we could resort to, he has been our representative source of the theories of the sophists 9 . The Melian Dialogue, conducted between the Athenians and the Melians, derives its structure from Protagorean treatises Antilogiai (Contradictory Arguments), of which one extant example is the late fifth-century pamphlet titled Double Arguments (Dissoi logoi) 10 . Protagoras illustrated in this treatise his contention that there are two opposite arguments on every subject. In the Melian debate there is portrayed the extreme imperialism of the Athenians directed against the helpless enemy and the term NOMOS means here no more than "the law of the stronger" which can be understood as "nature"s law". Thucydides was very interested in the power of logos; he was a representative of a new intellectual school, much influenced by rhetoric and sophistic ideas 11 . It is now clear that the term NOMOS was discussed by Greek philosophers, historians and literary men, especially in Athens, however a conclusive analysis of it is far from obvious for both philologists and historians.
At this point, we have to refer shortly to another term which is important here, namely THESMOS, an older term in Athenian tradition than NOMOS. The fundamentals of democracy were laid by Solon"s reforms (594 BC). But Solon himself did not use the term NOMOI to describe his reforms. Rather, he used an older term, THESMOI. I am not going to discuss the definition of THESMOS in detail here. Suffice it to say that the word has a few meanings, the most important one for us being "specific statutes or regulations of a political or religious character" 12 . One observation would be of some importance here: if we apply the significance of THESMOS as "a thing imposed by a higher power upon those for whom the authority of the imposing agency makes the THESMOS an obligation" to the sense of "statute", we may conclude that THESMOS is a law given by a lawgiver who is thought of as standing apart from and above the persons upon whom his law is binding 13 . As I have already stated, Solon himself did not use the term NOMOS to describe his legislation, but Aristotle, speaking on his own behalf when discussing Solon"s reforms, uses the very term NOMOI (Constitution of Athens 7-12) 14 . During the fifth century the technical term for "statute" in Athens changed from THESMOS to NO-MOS and since those times the two terms have carried different meanings. Solon"s legislation laid foundations for democracy, but did not enforce a democratic system in Athens. Aristotle described Solon"s reforms as mese politeia, the form of government transitional between oligarchy and democracy 15 . Solon did for the poor as much as he could in the political and social system of Athens. He did not make the poor and the rich equal but he did make them equal before the law.
The next step in Athenian democracy is due to the reforms of Cleisthenes. It could be said that thanks to them the two terms of DEMOKRATIA and ISONOMIA are very close to each other. ISONOMIA is the principle of political equality. It is not a constitutional form; it ensures, for all citizens, an equal chance to be elected for office, equality in holding magistrates accountable for their official acts, and an equal opportunity to participate in the shaping of policies 16 . Aristotle says (Constitution of Athens 20, 1) that Cleisthenes opened the political life in the city to the people as a whole. As I said at the beginning of my article, neither of the terms -NO-MOS or ISONOMIA -is, beyond dispute, of Athenian origin. So the question is: can we speak of the source when referring to Cleisthenes? My answer is: yes, because the adoption of NOMOS in Athens was the result of a deliberative policy (as I have shown in the discussion about the very different meanings of the term NOMOS in Athenian literature) and the implementation of that policy. And even if Cleisthenes did borrow both NOMOS and ISONOMIA from other parts of the Greek world, he was original in that he was the first to combine them in a way in which no other state is likely to have combined them before. And, what is more, through ISONOMIA he expressed the principle and the instrument of Athenian democracy.
After these remarks, we should ask: who did NOMOS serve in Athens in the fifth and fourth century BC and how should we understand the term ISONOMIA in Greek democracy? When democracy is identified with ISONOMIA, we understand "democracy" in the most positive way as something akin to "the management of public affairs is made common" and "the power is given to the masses" 17 .
The most important institution of the democratization of life in Athens was the Heliaia, meaning "the people"s court"
18 . 81.1). 18 In the Heliaia the 6,000 citizens were drawn from the 10 tribes and they were divided into chambers of 600 jurymen, 500 or 501 of whom were regular members, with the rest constituting alternate jurors. It should be noticed that the Heliaia"s jurisdiction also included Athenians and citizens of other cities as a subjects of international law. Now, we can go further to Pericles" reforms implemented with the aim of full democratization of Athenian life. As has been said before, the Heliaia, the people"s court, was one of the most important instruments of ISONOMIA 19 . Initially, the Heliaia"s jurisdiction was limited to judging the archons and, probably, dealing with some other similar accusations against public office-holders. It was when Ephialtes and Pericles prompted a binding resolution through the ecclesia, striping the conservative Areopagus 20 , of most of the cases it decided, that the Heliaia started hearing almost all the civil and penal cases 21 . Taking the jurisdiction over the so called graphe paranomon 22 , the Heliaia replaced the Areopagus in the execution of legal control of the decisions of the ecclesia. Of much importance is the fact that there was no appeal to any other tribunal, because the people"s court was the highest one in Athenian democracy.
The Heliaia was a court the member of which could be every citizen who was over thirty years old, without exception. There was not any so-called dokimasia, i.e. examination of candidates chosen to the people"s court from the point of view of their morality, abilities, knowledge of the law and other factors of this kind. The public office of the heliast was not obligatory, and the citizens who wished to exert these duties had to submit a petition. Pericles" idea was to make it a custom of paying the so-called misthos, meaning "judicial allowance", to every single judge in the people"s court, the payment being made per one day spent in the court. According to Aristotle, Pericles first made in the jury-courts a paid office, as a popular counter-measure against Cimon"s wealth 23 . The salary of each day of employment was one obolus, and later, three oboloi, i.e. half of a drachma, assuming the heliasts were ordinary citizens and not legal experts.
This kind of transformations in public life had their reflection in Greek performances in the theatre, particularly in the so-called Old Comedy. We also have to note here that Athenian theatre can be perceived as the world in miniature. The performances presented on the stage at the foot of the Acropolis constituted a part of religious celebrations worshipping Dionysus, and all the citizens were legally obliged to participate in them 24 . In this way, as Ewa Skwara 25 very rightly underlines, the Athenian performances created an ideal space in which the theatre fully reflected society and could simultaneously mould it. It may now be very difficult to understand the function of the theatre in the Athenian community, because the theatre has lost this ability -to be the world in miniature -as compared to such media as television and the Internet. But in ancient Athens in the fifth century BC, all citizens participated in theatrical festivals, and Aristophanes, the most representative poet of Old Comedy, himself said in the Frogs that the theatre had the same importance for adults as school for children: the duty of the theatre is to educate the society of the state 26 .
What we know about so called Old Comedy still depends, in overwhelmingly large measure, on the selection of eleven plays by Aristophanes which have survived in medieval copies. For all their variety of theme and incident, Aristophanes" plays have a common basic pattern: a revolutionary idea, a way to change a situation which hero will not tolerate, is carried against opposition and pursued through some of its consequences which are good for some and bad for others. Aristophanes" heroes represent real people of present or, sometimes, past (except two familiar figures from myth, Heracles and Dionysus). And it is a good question how true to life the "real people" are or were ever supposed to be.
The art of Aristophanic portraiture is well compared to that of modern newspaper cartoonists, it exploits, and indeed helps to create, the popular image of public figures, and it will sometimes present a satirical hybrid between the real person and a second imaginary identity. And the most important thing, Aristophanes" characteristic feature is the decline in political, social and personal satire which he has given in his plays.
Incidentally, one of the late comedies of Aristophanes, the Wasps, shows the poet"s interest in the judicial system in Athens. The Wasps was staged at the Lenaia festival in 422 BC. There are presented two main heroes in it, Philocleon whose name can be translated into English as "lover of Cleon" 27 and Bdelycleon, whose name should be understood as "hater of Cleon". Philocleon is portrayed as a wild and cantankerous old man, addicted to litigation and the excessive use of the people"s ________________ 24 Equal access to the theatre for all citizens, both rich and poor, was guaranteed by so the called theorikon -a theatrical fund whose character remains partly unknown. It amounted to two oboloi, which equaled one day"s pay of an unqualified worker. It is assumed that one obolus comprised the price of the ticket and the other costs were connected with the participation in the festivals. See: R. Chodkowski, Teatr grecki, Lublin 2003, p. 237. 25 Ewa Skwara Laughter at Seriousness -Authority in Comedy, [in: ] Authority in the Past and Present, ed. by Kazimierz Ilski and Krzysztof Marchlewicz, Poznań 2013, p. 122. 26 This kind of teaching on the part of that dramatist is clearly presented in the "Stasimon" of the (1105) (1106) (1107) (1108) (1109) (1110) (1111) (1112) (1113) (1114) (1115) (1116) (1117) (1118) . 27 Cleon was a public speaker and demagogue, hated by Aristophanes.
Frogs
court system. Bdelykleon, on the contrary, is portrayed as a reasonable, law-abiding and civilized young man. Old Philocleon, has at last been turned, by a trick, away from his passion for jury-service which has obsessed him so far: on a typical day he would wake up at day-break, go quickly to the people"s court (only the first citizens to show up, and whose number was limited, were paid the misthos), and spend in the court all day. All this gave him the satisfaction of being a man useful to the city and interested in its public life. There is clearly an overt political suggestion in the play that Athens needed to sweep away the old corrupt regime, and replace it with a new young order of defence and honesty.
In fact, a great number of Athenian citizens were like Philocleon: old men, without education needed for jury-service, hungry for judicial allowance which could provide money needed to support the family (misthos was a day"s pay of an unqualified worker 28 ). For this reason, participation in the people"s court was not what the rich citizens were interested in. That is why, according to Aristophanes, the members of the Heliaia were almost exclusively old, uneducated, poor people. Interestingly, in a short time the people"s court had become the strongest judicial, lawgiving and administrative power.
Aristophanes" another comedy, performed in 414 BC at the City Dionysia festival, the Birds, shows his interest in the Athenian system of jurisdiction: the Birds begins with an entry of two men who are on a journey to the world above the earth, a world free from trials in the people"s court which plagued Athens. The dramatist presents an escape from our world physical transposition of the action into another one 29 . The idea of this comedy is that two people leave Athens in search of peace and quiet and end up founding a new city in the sky, Nephelokokkygia -the "Cloud Cuckoo Land" whose name has entered the English language as that of a kind of Utopia. Gilbert Murray 30 , for whom the Birds is a type-example of a "play of escape", gives a good sketch of the trials and tensions of Athenian home and foreign affairs at the time of the play, from which an escape would no doubt have been welcome. Aristophanes in this comedy compares the heliasts who always run in a hurry to the people"s court to clouds of birds which are looking for prey. We have no doubts that, compared with hungry birds, the heliasts stand for poor citizens. For them, as in the previously-mentioned comedy by Aristophanes, misthos (here presented as "prey") is the only opportunity to support the family with. In the Birds ________________ 28 See: S. Witkowski, op. cit., p. 231. 29 Popular fiction is used by writers in general and the fifth century Greek comedy is no exception in this respect. The very idea that people are travelling, be it far or near, is one that can be relied upon to make the reader or the audience take notice. Three other plays out of the eleven surviving by Aristophanes begin with two people going somewhere. 
